A One-day National level Seminar was organized by the PG and Research department of Computer science and Applications in Government Thirumgal Mills College, Gudiyattam, Vellore District on 2nd February 2020. In the curriculum experts knowledge interchange purpose we conducted this seminar with the support Mr. Yuvaraj, Technical Consultant, Gudiyattam. Preferences give to final year computer science and computer applications students. The inauguration function preside over by our College Principal Dr. S. Kaveriammal, Head of the Department Dr. K. Arulanandam, organizing secretary Mr. S. Manikandan, Chief guests and other senior most staffs in our college. The special keynote lectures delivered and to enrich knowledge enhance programme supported the student practical difficulties in the Programming design.

The objective of the program to enrich students learning style in their curriculum subject and create a pledge all are pass with minimum 60% of marks. Theory and practical exposure create a concrete idea and interest in the base of Python Programming. To develop the overall personality of the students and motivate them in future they have variety of open platform scope in research areas and employability.